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Rcynods Number is less than 2000, but for turbulent flow Reynolds No is above 3000. But when 

Reyolds Numba lies betweem 2000 to 300, then the flow is unstable it may change from strcamline 

turbulel or vice versa. 

Poises formla for fow of lHiqukd through capillary tube : 

Poissuille derived an expression for the rate of low i.e. volume of liquid flowing per second 

through a naow horizontal tube of uniform bore under a constant pressure diference Detwen t 

ends. The assumption used are as follows 

YThe fow of liquid s streamlincd, parallel to the axis of tube. 

There is no Radial flow ic., the pressure over any cross section is constant. 

Thore is no acceleration of the liquid at any instant. 
i)The liquid in contact with the walls of the tube is at Rest 

Figure shows a liquid fowing trough a narrow horizontal tube of radius rlengh under 
constan pressure difference (P) applicd between its cnds. The velocity of liquid in the tube is 

rimm aloog axis and is zero at the walls of the tube,
Lus consida coaxial cylindrical shellofthe liquid of radius x and thickness d. The liquid 

y dhstance x has velocity v and liquid layer at distance x +dx from the axis has velocity y- 
dv. 

O :**:**::::* 
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0) and zao at the walls of the tube (x r. 
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he volume of the liquid Nowing per socond through the cylindirical shell of face 
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which is polscuille's formula. 

nitations and cerrectiens : 

In deriving poiscuille's farmula two imporlant aspects have becn neglectod. It was assu 
pressure differcnce acrous tweo ends of pipe was usd up against viscosiy, but actually a 

his pressure diffrence is uscd up in umparling KE to the lqud. Secendly t was assumod 

id flowing in the tube had no acccloralion and is streamline as it enters the t But in fac 

id while entering the tube is acceleraled 

() Kinetic Eeery cerrectien : Ls P he tho n. 



nasance ot liquid and imparting KE to the 
nVp/rr 

. =-P-r PV P'V 

Cerrection for Accelerstion: The motion of liquid as it enters the tube is acceleraated s hecome streamline until after covering a large distance 
a cron is etiminated if the effoctive lengh of the tube is taken to be ( 1.64r) where r is 

tub 

Se the consideration of Two corrections leads to modified form of poiseuille's formula as 

Vm- 

8n(+1.64r) 

RFACE TENSION 
The property of a liquid by virtue of which the surface of a liquid behaves like a stretchec 

nrance and has the tendency of contracting is known as surface tension. As a renult the 

ce of liquid can support hep vier objacts over it. For example a nedile can be placad careful) 

ater surface so that it flosts without sinking. Some insects also walk over liquid surface wit 

depressions in the regionof contact. Due to the proparty of surface tension the iquid surfao 

to contract i.e. it tends to make the minimum surface arca. But for a given volume, th 

ace area of a sphere is minimmum It is for this reason that the shape of meTcury drop or rai 

or water drop are spherical (neglecting the cffect of Gravity). The property of saurface tensio 

iquid can be explained on the basis of molecular thoory of mati 

If we imagine a line AB of lengthI in the free surface of a liquid at rest then the force 

ace tension is definod as the forcoe acting per unit length on cither side of the imaginary lin 

s force acts in a direct icular to the line and is tangential to the liquid surface 



So ifF is the force acting on cither side of the line AB of length I, then surface t 

In Sl sysitem surface tension (Tnis cxpressed in newton/meter (Nan). In CGS e 

expressed in dyne/cm. The dimensional formula of surface tension is [MLT} 



Waves 

wave is a type of disturbance which travels through a medium and is due to the t on from particle to particle of the medium. But there is no material transfarance of te 

The wavelength of waves formed on the surface of sea is very large and such a i 
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ca gay wavn 
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2gh V+Ta 

ie. (4T-2gh ie (4) 

But h 2a,T,=A/v
So e becomes 

47raV =(E) (2a) » V -or V-g ) 
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Which is the expression for velocity of grevity waves. 
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of surface Tension on Grevity waves (Ripples) 

The wavelength of waves formed on the surface of ponds and lakes is saml and such small 

are caled ripples. In these types of waves surface Tension plays a vary important role dae 

face that in case of a curved liquid surface there exists pressure difference duc to urace 

Tenst 
is an excess pressure exists across the curved liquid surface directed from cancave side to 

he comvex side and is givenby P1 Where T is surface Tension of liquid R, a R, ar 

radi of curvatures 

The equation of simple harmonic wave traveling overs liquid is given by 

y-r sin4 

Where r is amplitude, A is wavelengthyis displacement of a point along vertical ay mn 

is the abscissa of the point from some origin. 
bis some constant. 

Then d Co 

(2) 

As the wave 
surface is cylindrical 

one of the radi is infinite then 
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Motion& Viscoclty N 117 
Then as we know velocity of gravity waves is V= In this discussion we get the 

prsion for velocity of waves controlled by gravity and surface Tension as V = 

6) 
So if is verysmail as in case of smail or sbort waves known as Ripples, the second term in 

(6) dominates over the first termn 

Which is controlled by surface Tension. 


